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Exclusive Laminate, classic Laminate
All the benefits at a glance
Give your ideas space by making your own personal flooring choice from the wide range of modern, authen-

tic decors on offer from us. Our moderna laminate flooring is distinguished by its contemporary, authentic 

designs, accompanied by all the advantages of high-quality hard flooring. It is designed to be outstandingly 

robust and hard-wearing and to easily withstand all the stresses of everyday use. Thanks to our patented 

click system, you can lay your chosen moderna flooring quickly and easily. Moreover, our natural laminates 

bear the environmental “Blauer Engel” (Blue Angel) mark, showing them to be low-emission products that 

protect both the environment and your health.

Easy laying thanks to 
patented click systems

Attractive laminate 
decors and surfaces

Sturdy HDF-core 
with increased 
moisture protection
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Extremely 
hard-wearing

Healthy living environment Easy-care

Detailed explanations of the pictograms and all the benefits can be found on pages 32 and 33.
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Simply feel good
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Exclusive Laminate
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technical information

Surface appearance single plank

Type of groove 4-sided V-groove

Traffic category 23/33

Guarantee (domestic/commercial) 25 years/5 years

Click system UNICLIC

Dimensions 12 x 190 x 1845 mm

Content per package: 4 pcs. = 1,402 m²

Exclusive Laminate
The extra-long plank format
The highest skyscrapers in this world seem to extend endlessly into the sky. 

Now, with the moderna skyline product range, BHK offers a special

collection of long boards with which sophisticated customers can create 

the distinctive appearance of the urban landscape within their own four

walls. With a length of 1845 mm, a width of 190 mm and a massive 

thickness of 12 mm, the laminate planks convey the impression of endless

horizons. Just like the real skyline at night, the products in the moderna 

skyline range sparkle as well, thanks to the surface. People with the most 

demanding requirements for appearance and quality can select from six 

different patterns in an authentic natural look.

Viterbo Oak - No.: 15163191002

Lincoln Oak - No.: 15163191181Windsor Oak - No.: 15163191180

Columbia Oak - No.: 15163191078

Richmond Oak - No.: 15163191182 Phoenix Oak - No.: 15163191183

12 mm Antistatic
Extra-long 
plank format Strong & stylish

Sturdy HDF-core with 
increased moisture 
protection

Easy laying thanks 
to the patented 
click system

Healthy living 
environment Hard-wearing Easy-care  

Embossed-in-registered surface Embossed-in-registered surface

Embossed-in-registered surface Embossed-in-registered surface

Embossed-in-registered surface Embossed-in-registered surface
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Decor: Viterbo Oak
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Decor: Suna Oak
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Exclusive Laminate
Giving your ideas space
moderna horizon shows us that the world extends beyond the horizon.

The flooring conveys an impressive feeling of endless length and width.

You can only speculate as to where one plank merges into the next.

With their consistent structure, the short ends form an endless plank

character. This achieves the convincing feel of an endless board where

the grain and colour pattern is perfectly matched to a width of 328 mm.

V-grooves on the long side and a natural surface texture complete the

authentic overall impression.

Suna Oak - No.: 15133130952

Laro Oak - No.: 15133131076

Kaja Oak - No.: 15133130983

Elmo Oak - No.: 15133130953

technical information

Surface appearance single plank

Type of groove long sided V-groove

Traffic category 23 years/ 32 years

Guarantee (domestic/commercial) 25 Jahre/5 Jahre

Click system UNICLIC

Dimensions 8  x 328 x 1287 mm

Content per package: 6 pcs. = 2,533 m²

In-depth structure

Endlessly long & wide 

Watch moderna scala 
installation movie!

Selected decors of range 
now available in laminate 
staircase system.

Endless plank character Endless plank character

Endless plank character

Sturdy HDF-core with 
increased moisture 
protection

Easy laying thanks 
to the patented 
click system

Healthy living 
environment

Hard-wearing Easy-care  

In-depth structure

In-depth structureIn-depth structure
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technical information

Surface appearance single plank

Type of groove 4-sided V-groove

Traffic category 23/32

Guarantee (domestic/commercial) 25 years/ 5 years

Click system UNICLIC

Dimensions 190 mm
Content per package

8 x 190 x 1287 mm
9 pcs. = 2,201 m²

Dimensions 328 mm
Content per package

8 x 328 x 1287 mm
6 pcs. = 2,533 m²

Exklusive Laminate
Mix & Match your floor!
Mix ‘n‘ match! – That’s the motto for moderna variation. People 
need change and variety – even within their own home. You 
can change anything you like. With two different widths, 328 
mm and 190 mm, you can create your own, customized floor 
appearance: wide planks next to wide, narrow next to narrow, or 
wide next to narrow. However you decide to combine, the moderna 
variation wood types accentuate the typical wood grains and 
characteristic structures of natural oak. The noticeable cracks 
and small irregularities in the floor give it a distinguished vintage 
look. moderna variation works with any style of furnishing and 
is extremely variable – it can be used in spaces from penthouse 
apartments with modern furnishings to rooms done in the classic 
country house style.

Vintage Oak nature 190 - No.: 15132131092
Vintage Oak nature 328 - No.: 15167131092

Vintage Oak light 190 - No.: 15132131093
Vintage Oak light 328 - No.: 15167131093

Vintage Oak dark 190 - No.: 15132131094
Vintage Oak dark 328 - No.: 15167131094

Vintage Oak crystal 190 - No.:  15132131269
Vintage Oak crystal 328 - No.:  15167131269

mix&
match Mix & Match

with 2 different 
plank widths 

190328

+ =

NEW

Sturdy HDF-core with 
increased moisture 
protection

Easy laying thanks 
to the patented 
click system

Healthy living 
environment

Hard-wearing Easy-care  

Embossed-
in-registered surface

Embossed-
in-registered surface

Embossed-
in-registered surface

Embossed-
in-registered surface
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Decor: Vintage Oak light
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Decor: Colonial Oak
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Exclusive Laminate
planks with expressive 
rustic character
A real classic with rustic and authentic character. This is the appearance of 

moderna vision with its stylish wood patterns including surrounding

V-grooves. Striking knots and cracks, small imperfections, changing colour 

play - the choice is yours! Create your room in traditional style from a

range of 8 decors in classic 190 mm plank width.

technical information

Surface appearance single plank

Type of groove 4-sided V-groove

Traffic category 23/32

Guarantee (domestic/commercial) 25 years/5 years

Click system UNICLIC

Dimensions 8  x 190 x 1287 mm

Content per package 9 pcs. = 2,201 m²

Dimensions L 8 x 190 x 1380 mm

Content per package 9 pcs. = 2,360m²

Norwegian Oak - No.: 15132131267Iceland Oak - No.: 15132131135

Danish Oak - No.: 15132131136

Classical 
plank format

Irish Oak - No.: 15132131268

British Oak - No.: 15204141177 - Dimensions: L  

Colonial Oak - No.: 15204141179 - Dimensions: L  

Heritage Oak - No.: 15204141178 - Dimensions: L  

Imperial Teak - No.:  15204141176 - Dimensions: L  

NEW

Sturdy HDF-core with 
increased moisture 
protection

Easy laying thanks 
to the patented 
click system

Healthy living 
environment

Hard-wearing Easy-care  

Embossed-in-registered surface Embossed-in-registered surface

Embossed-in-registered surface Embossed-
in-registered surface

Embossed-
in-registered surface

Embossed-
in-registered surface

Embossed-
in-registered surface

Wood relief structure

NEW
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Slate nature XL - No.: 15050131101
Slate nature - No.: 15050071101

Exclusive Laminate
The authentic tile format
Do you like different looks, perhaps a wood pattern in the living room and 

a natural stone look in the hall? In that case, moderna vario is just the right

floor for you. moderna vario opens up many design options for every 

space. In a modern stone slab format with dimensions of 635 x 328 mm 

and with its natural surface texture its appearance is unique. The attractive 

V-groove completes this authentic overall impression. This flooring is also 

less sensitive to stains and not as cool as its natural role model. The color 

slate natural is also available in XL-dimension 1287 x 328 mm.

technical information

Surface appearance natural stone look

Type of groove 4-sided V-groove

Traffic category 23/32

Guarantee (domestic/commercial) 25 years/5 years

Click system UNICLIC

Dimensions 
Content per package

8  x 328 x 635 mm
8 pcs. = 1,666 m²

Dimensions XL
Content per package

8  x 328 x 1287 mm
6 pcs. = 2,533 m²

Concrete brushed - No.: 15050071185Sandstone light - No.:  15050071102

Classical tile 
format

Sturdy HDF-core with 
increased moisture 
protection

Easy laying thanks 
to the patented 
click system

Healthy living 
environment

Hard-wearing Easy-care  

Stone structure Stone structure

Stone structure
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Decor: Concrete brushed
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Klassisches Vollvinyl | 19

Classic Laminate
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Decor: Danish Oak
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Fjord Oak - No.: 15071131005

Wenge - No.: 15015130435History Oak - No.: 15071131134

Iberico Oak - No.: 15071130956

Kirun Maple - No.: 15071130897

Classic Laminate
Exquisite natural wood optics
Some like it light, others dark and still others fanciful. Our moderna lifesty-

le product range is as diverse as people and their preferences. Maple, Oak,

or Wenge. In classic or unexpected colour and pattern variations. As 

single- or two-strip flooring. A solid, lifelong connection that holds its 

value.

technical information

Surface appearance several optics

Type of groove jointless

Traffic category 23/32

Guarantee (domestic/commercial) 25 years/5 years

Click system UNICLIC

Dimensions 8  x 190 x 1287 mm

Content per package: 9 pcs. = 2,201 m²

Wales Oak - No.: 15071131137

Danish Oak - No.: 15071131136Fine & matte wood pore structure

Austria Oak - No.: 15071131264

NEW

Classical 
plank format

Sturdy HDF-core with 
increased moisture 
protection

Easy laying thanks 
to the patented 
click system

Healthy living 
environment

Hard-wearing Easy-care  

Arctic Oak - No.: 15071131265

NEW

Wood relief structure Glacier Oak - No.: 15071131266

NEW

Wood relief structure

Norwegian Oak - No.: 15071131267

NEW

Embossed-in-registered surfaceIceland Oak - No.: 15071131135 Embossed-in-registered surface

Wood relief structure Wood relief structure

Embossed-in-registered surface

Embossed-in-registered surfaceWood relief structure

Wood relief structureIn-depth structure
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Classic Laminate
Modern living character
Do you sometimes have the feeling that inexpensive does not combine with 

quality and good design? moderna impression proves that our feelings

can sometimes deceive us. This product range offers a very good price 

performance ratio without dispensing with top quality and contemporary

looks. We combine trendy, individual designs with the best possible 

functionality. In this way, moderna impression does not only look good, it 

can also be installed quickly and easily.

Skagen Ash - No.: 15042131007Nordland Oak - No.: 15042131097

Aalborg Oak - No.: 15042131096

Borgholm Oak - No.: 15042130902

technical information

Surface appearance several optics

Type of groove jointless

Traffic category 23/31

Guarantee (domestic/commercial) 10 years/3 years

Click system DUROCLIC

Dimensions 7  x 192 x 1292 mm

Content per package: 10 pcs. = 2,481 m²

Stockholm Oak - No.: 15042131095

Holmsund Oak - No.: 15042130904

Tromso Larch- No.: 15042131261

NEW

Madeira Oak - No.: 15042131263

NEW

Toscana Pine- No.: 15137130977

Classical 
plank format

Sturdy HDF-core with 
increased moisture 
protection

Easy laying thanks 
to the patented 
click system

Healthy living 
environment

Hard-wearing Easy-care  

Wood relief structure

Wood relief structure Wood relief structure

Wood relief structure

Wood relief structure

Wood relief structure

Wood relief structure

Wood relief structure

Wood relief structure

Viborg Oak - No.: 15042131006 Wood relief structure

Navarra Walnut - No.: 15137130916 Wood relief structure
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Decor: Stockholm Oak
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Advantages:
· Fast and easy installation
· Decor identical laminate flooring
· Precise transition between stair head and landing
· Slip-resistant
· Stain resistant and easy-care

Renovation

New building

Whether for new construction or for renovation the laminate staircase 

system moderna® scala is the perfect solution for your home. And it does 

not matter what shape your staircase is. Curved staircase, straight or 

with landing – no worries with moderna® scala staircases! Highn quality 

durable materials and a fair price-performance ratio guarantee long-lasting 

pleasure with your new moderna® scala staircase.

moderna staircase system
Easy and clean to lay

easy and quick
installation
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Packages

Measure the step size using a tape measure
or rule, apply the measurement to the step 

element and then saw it to size.

Apply fixing adhesive parallel to the direc-
tion of movement.

Apply fixing adhesive onto the riser. Bond in the riser.
The staircase is sealed with the correct 

silicone following installation.

A stabilization profile is added to the stair 
edge if the original steps are badly worn.

Installation

Dimension: 1150 x 326 x 60mm Dimension: 1450x326x60mm Dimension: 1280x119x60mm
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Thanks to modern click systems the installation of moderna laminate flooring is fast and easily done. But what should
be put underneath the flooring? Of course an underlayment! The choice is not easy, though, because in addition
to insulation of ambience sounds an underlayment has to accomplish further requirements.

Ambience sounds can be
heard in the room and is
significantly influenced by
the underlay.

An underlay with good 
compressive strength 
protects the joint area of 
the laminate flooring from 
irreparable damages.

Transmission sounds can
be heard in the room un-
derneath the sound source.
An underlayment reduces 
the transmission sounds.

The lower the thermal 
resistence of the underlay, 
the better the suitability for
the use with underfloor
heating.

Explanation

Alu-coated PET tape.
Vapour tight, for taping 
seams of underlay. 0,5 x 
50 m.

Ambience sounds
Suitability for

underfloor heating

Protection against
moisture

Ability to level
unevenness

Mechanical load Stable value

moderna
 

The natural one with good heat insulation

Dimension: 590 x 790 mm  
Thickness: 4 mm (wood fibres)  
Content: 10,25 m2

moderna
 
smartfloor

The allrounder with decent pressure stability

Dimension: 25 m x 1 m  
Thickness:  3 mm 
Content: 25 m2

Ambience sounds

Transmission
sounds

Suitability for
underfloor heating

Protection against
moisture

Ability to level
unevenness

Mechanical load

Stable value

moderna thermofloor
The efficient one perfect thermal transmission with 
underfloor heating

Dimension: 12,5 m x 1 m  
Thickness: 1,8 mm 
Content:  12,5 m2

Ambience sounds

Transmission sounds

Suitability for
underfloor heating

Protection against
moisture

Ability to level
unevenness

Mechanical load

Stable value

moderna
 
premiumfloor

The sophisticated one for ideal sound and drum 
sound insulation

Dimension: 12,5 m x 1 m  
Thickness: 2 mm
Content: 12,5 m2

Ambience sounds

Transmission sounds

Suitability for
underfloor heating

Protection against
moisture

Ability to level
unevenness

Mechanical load

Stable value

sound insulation
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Skirtings
The perfect wall finish
With our extensive range of accessories, we offer you all kinds of possibilities to make your flooring even more attractive still and ensure it will bring you 

pleasure for many years to come. Top-quality skirtings give your room the perfect finished feel or allow you to create individual design accents. Practical 

floor trims allow you to handle even the most difficult transitions easily and professionally. Special care and repair products ensure complete, all-round 

protection for a consistently attractive appearance. So as you can see, we have thought of everything – and above all of yourself!

End caps, internal and external 
corners (wide) SL 40

End caps, internal & external 
corners (wide) FFL / AFL 60

Skirting Connection 60/90
The moderna skirting connection is the universal solution for creating visual 
accents. The painted, high-quality massive square-section wood units can 
be used as an end-piece, inside piece, outside piece and connection piece.

NEW

54 mm

18 mm 15 mm

19

40

16

50

19

60

19

80

18

115

90

60

16

60

80

Heating pipe rosettesSkirting clip 
simple clip system · hidden cable bypass

for wall mounting

End caps, internal and external 
corners (wide) LLC / SFL 50
(Gold, Silver, Bronze, Maple, Beech)

End caps, internal and external

corners (narrow) LLC / SFL 50
(Gold, Silver, Bronze, Maple, Beech)

Design skirting DFL 60 / DFL 80 
16 x 60 x 2700 mm / 16 x 80 x 2700 mm

Available in the following decors: Primed White, Stainless
steel, Brushed Titan, Anthracite, Mangan

Decorative skirting AFL 80 
19 x 80 x 2700 mm

Hamburg skirting 
HFL 60 / HFL 90 / HFL 115
18 x 60 x 2700 mm / 18 x 90 x 2700 mm / 18 x 115 x 2700 mm
Available in the following decor: Primed White

Base skirting SL 40  
19 x 40 x 2600 mm

Decorative skirting AFL 60 
19 x 60 x 2700 mm

Clip-on laminate skirting LLC 50 
CPL/EPL 16 x 50 x 2700 mm

Clip-on skirting SFL 50 
16 x 50 x 2700 mm
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Hamburg skirting
HFL 90

MADE
IN
GERMANY
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Schienen und Profile
The perfect transition
With our extensive range of accessories, we offer you all kinds of possibilities to make your flooring even more attractive still and ensure it will bring you 

pleasure for many years to come. Top-quality skirting boards give your room the perfect finished feel or allow you to create individual design accents.

32
26

,5

50

7 –
 16

Transition Profiles – The classic

solution for the transitions between

rooms. Just a detail? No. When 

correctly installed they can create an atmosphere

of elegance. High quality aluminium profiles offer

you many individual design options with screw in

or plug in elements.

Adapter Profiles – Adapter 

profiles provide seamless transi-

tions between floors at different 

heights to prevent tripping. Screw in or plug in 

elements, with cable ducts, height adjustment 

and much more - You will find the right solution 

for every application in our highly varied product 

range!

End Profiles – For the perfect edge

finish or a clean separation between

tiles and natural stone flooring we

offer you a wide variety of options. Top class

aluminium-profiles ensure a professional finish,

quick and simple installation and unique ap-

pearance.

The following overview provides an excerpt of the extensive modern aluminium profile product range.

Clic Transition Profile 6 - 10 / 15 / 20 mm
Decors: Gold, Silver, Titan, Dark Beech, Maple

Length: 900 mm, 2700 mm

Click End Profile 6 - 10 / 15 / 20 mm
Decors: Gold, Silver, Titan, Dark Beech, Maple

Length: 900 mm, 2700 mm

Screw-in Adapter Profile 6,5 - 16 / 26 mm
Decors: Gold, Silver, Titan

Length: 900 mm, 2700 mm

Screw-in Transition Profile 7-17 / 27 mm
Decors: Gold, Silver, Titan

Length: 2700 mm

Transition Profile Easy 30 mm
Decors: Gold / Alu anodized, Polished Brass

Length: 900 mm

PF 320 Stair edge profile 7-16 
Anodised Aluminium. For Laminate and Parquet.

Fix Transition Profile 0-20 mm
Decors: Gold, Silver, Titan

Length: 900 mm

moderna tapping block

moderna heel bar

moderna wedges
20 pcs / bag

moderna  
laminate cleaner
anti-static properties (Content: 1l)

moderna fitting kit
Content: 1 x tapping block,

1 x heel bar, 40 x wedges

moderna click sealer 

The safe joint sealant
(Content: 250 g)

Installation aids and maintenance products
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All moderna laminate floors meet the requirements of EN 13329

Overview of the traffic categories

Impact 
resistant

Cigarette impact
resistant / Burn

resistant

Antistatic improved moisture
resistance of coreboard

Wear resistant Colourfast Stain resistant

Resistant to
household
chemicals

Emission 
class E1

Suitable for use of
floor heating

(hot-water system)

Suitable for residential areas
with intensive use

Suitable for commercial areas
with normal use

Suitable for commercial areas
with moderate use

Suitable for commercial areas
with intensive use

Would you like to renovate your home? Or install new laminate 
flooring? Or redesign your ceiling or create a modern design accent 
for your walls with panels? Plan and visualize your new living space 
with the moderna webroom-designer.

IT'S THIS EASY:  

1  Visit www.moderna.de/raumgestalter 
2 Select the respective room situation from the photo 

gallery 
3 Click on the desired flooring and/or panelling  
4 Enjoy and experience the effect of different decors 

and  colours for flooring, wall and ceiling and combine 
over and over  

Play with the effects of various types of wood, wood grains and 
colours on the floor, walls and ceiling and recombine them as often 
as you like. Use the online room-designer to discover the many sides 
of the moderna product range and become your own room-designer. 

www.moderna.de/raumgestalter

Online room designer 
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Icon list
Product advantages Laminate

Sturdy HDF-core with increased moisture protection
Through the special processing of top-quality materials in our factory, we achieve exceptionally good moisture protection values 
that even exceed the applicable official standards. This enables us to guarantee the highest quality standard for all our laminate 
flooring products.

Attractive laminate decors 
Moderna - The name says it all. We therefore make it our business to develop attractive laminate decors that are driven by trends 
but are also timelessly beautiful and stylish. Design your interior in line with your own ideas by choosing from our extensive range 
of attractive contemporary styles. The decors tend to differ in their nature-orientated designs and surface finishes. It is only the 
combination of the decorative effect and the surface embossing that gives the flooring its absolutely genuine appearance. The 
feel, appearance and design of the products play the key role. The product range therefore reflects the many different combina-
tion possibilities and variations of the various components. This means complete design freedom for you. Whatever style or trend 
you prefer, there is bound to be something for you.

Hard-wearing
As far as its hard-wearing qualities are concerned, laminate is easily a match for other floor coverings, such as parquet or vinyl. 
Laminate belongs to the category of hard floor coverings, and in terms of robustness and wear resistance is virtually unexcelled. 
Even the plank thickness contributes to a high-quality product. Moderna offers the following thicknesses: 7 mm to 12mm. 

Healthy living environment
As a traditional German enterprise, it is our constant striving to produce flooring for you using natural materials that meet the 
specified standards. The focus is thereby not only on the visual aspects, but also the health of our customers. Our flooring pro-
ducts are especially suited for allergy sufferers. Moreover, through the special design of the surface finish, they offer no breeding 
ground for bacteria and microorganisms and are very easy to clean. Sustainability also plays a highly important role, and is 
supported through continuous technical progress in the field of production.

Easy-care 
Generally speaking, laminate is very easy to clean. It is sufficient and, depending on staining, wipe it with a slightly damp 
cloth. For this purpose, we recommend the Laminate Cleaner from moderna. With the combination of moderna flooring and the 
matching moderna Laminate Cleaner, you always achieve the best result.

Blauer Engel
You can rest assured that in terms of sustainability, we spare no effort whatsoever. For this reason, all our laminate products bear 
the “Blauer Engel” (Blue Angel) mark, which was launched in 1987 and is one of the leading symbols on the market for outstan-
dingly environmentally friendly products. Our products are therefore exceptionally low in harmful emissions. 

Made in Germany
As a traditional German enterprise, engaged in production since 1971, we are committed to manufacturing high-quality, highly 
attractive products. With our interior design products and furniture ranges we are one of the world’s leading producers. So also 
for that reason, as a family-owned enterprise, we see ourselves as having a responsibility to produce with vision and always 
striving to improve the quality and appearance of our products. Many years of cooperation with our partners and customers in the 
interior design industry and the furniture industry have consistently helped us to reach high demands and have therefore always 
been of especial importance to us.
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Easy laying thanks to the patented click system
Thanks to our patented click systems, moderna floors can be fitted in very little time. Even when installed as a floating floor 
(i.e. not glued to the underfloor), you can be sure that the system will cope with all stresses. Our standard systems have been 
successfully established on the market for many years and have consistently proved themselves. Moderna laminate floors are 
distinguished between 2 different click-systems.

Antistatic
You know the feeling when you walk in a room, then touch something and get a slight electric shock. This is because you have 
become statically charged through the floor. While these shocks are not life-threatening, they are certainly unpleasant. With mo-
derna flooring, this unpleasant side-effect has an end. The surface is specially treated so as not to become charged when people 
walk on it.

Extra-long plank format
The moderna skyline collection product range is distinguished from those customary on the market by the extra-long plank 
format. It gives your home a style all of its own.

12 mm

Endlessly long and wide 
Not just long planks are currently much in favour, extra-wide planks are, too. The decors appear more restful and give a room a 
charm of its own. Combined with a modern vintage style, the planks acquire a special appearance.

mix&
match Mix & Match

As the name of the Variation collection  implies, this involves the combination of different plank widths with variations in how the 
boards are laid. This collection involves two board widths, one of 190 mm and one of 328 mm. So you can give free rein to your 
own creativity and ideas. The outcome can be whatever style and appearance takes your fancy.

Classical plank format
The classical plank format is the one that currently enjoys greatest popularity. In the dimensions 190 x 1287 and 1380 mm, 
1-strip, 2-strip, 3-strip and multi-strip decors come out at their best.

UNICLIC-System
This click-system is the one most commonly used. BHK uses the 
UNICLIC-system because both technically and functionally, it is one of 
the very best. Through the high pre-tensioning, the individual sections 
can be very quickly interlocked with one another, and laying progres-
ses easily and speedily. The additional possibility of horizontal joining 
also simplifies laying in inaccessible places (e.g. under radiators or 
door frames). UNICLIC is characterised by high dimensional accuracy, 
optimum height match and joint-free friction locking.

Duro Clic-System
A twist, a click, and thanks to DUROCLIC, the flooring 
is interlocked. This system allows the planks to be 
laid singly or in rows. DUROCLIC counts as one of the 
tried-and-tested click-systems, because it makes 
laying extremely easy but at the same time meets all 
the requirements for a strong connection.

Strong & stylish
This also applies to the thickness of the product. Absolutely top quality, in combination with a long plank format, is what makes 
the skyline collection so attractive.
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moderna decors

Embossed-
in-registered 
surface

In-depth structure

Stone structure

The in-depth structure is a specially developed 
structure that has the intention of further emphasize 
the character of the decor design. The surface finish 
is rough, course and uneven. However, that is how it 
is meant to be. The interaction between the surface 
finish and the decor image gives the flooring a special 
matte flair and perfectly emphasize the modern 
vintage style of the Variation product range.

Through the coarse, rough embossing, a stone struc-
ture is perfectly imitated. The floor covering looks like 
stone and also feels like stone. However, it is as warm 
as wood flooring. The stone structure of our laminates 
is indistinguishable from a normal stone tile surface.

The wood structure can be felt on the surface as 
embossing. However, the embossing does not 
precisely correspond to the decor image. However, 
this discrepancy is virtually imperceptible, both to the 
touch and to the eye. Compared to a smooth surface, 
the wood structure presents an authentic, high-quali-
ty appearance.

Wood structure

The three-dimensional haptic structure corresponds 
exactly to the grain of the printed decoration. Through 
the synchronous surface structure, the wood decor 
appears especially authentic. The Embossed-in-re-
gistered surface structure corresponds almost exactly 
to the natural appearance of the wood. This is also 
a sign of high-quality laminate. The depth of the 
embossing is also a measure of the quality.

Wood relief 
structure

Fine & matte wood 
pore structure

The relief structure is one of the most common and 
popular surface finishes on the market. The decor 
image can have a wood look, and thanks to its stra-
ight-line character, the relief embossing takes care of 
a natural look.

Through the fine-pore embossing, the surface acqui-
res a matte, velvety feel. Hardly discernible, the pores 
are nevertheless soft and supple. This surface does 
not thrust itself into the foreground but leaves the 
decor image to do its work.

For all our floor coverings, the best thing you can always do is check them out for yourself. Take a close look and physically feel the decor struc-
ture of the various floor coverings. As individual and diverse are the wishes of our customers, so varied and wide-ranging are the decors we have 
on offer. Visit the specialist retailers to gain your own impression of how our materials look and feel, or take a sample with you and try it out at 
home. Pay attention to the key parameters such as the decorative appearance, the embossing and the surface finish, as they all help you in deci-
ding which one to choose. Based on our many years of experience, we have created the moderna decors through innovative new developments, 
achieving an authentic look of real wood, and also in the field of natural stone or tile imitation looking remarkably like the original.
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Surface visual appearance 1 Stab 1 Stab 1 Stab 1 Stab Naturstein verschiedene verschiedene

Typ of groove 4V 2V 4V 4V 4V - -

Traffic category 23/33 23/32 23/32 23/32 23/32 23/32 23/31

Abrasion Class AC5 AC4 AC4 AC4 AC4 AC4 AC3

Warranty for domestic areas
(wear resistance of the surface

25 Jahre 25 Jahre 25 Jahre 25 Jahre 25 Jahre 25 Jahre 10 Jahre

Warranty for commercial areas
(wear resistance of the surface)

5 Jahre 5 Jahre 5 Jahre 5 Jahre 5 Jahre 5 Jahre 3 Jahre

Click system

certified on request PEFC PEFC PEFC PEFC PEFC PEFC PEFC

Sp
ec

ia
l f

ea
tu

re
s Antistatic - -

 *1 - - -

Coreboard quality
 

Combinable with the
laminate staircase system

- - - - -

Nu
m
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rs

 Wood designs 6 4
4

je 2 Breiten 
8 - 12 11

Stone designs - - - - 3 - -

Total 6 4 8 8 4 12 11

M
ea

su
re

m
en

t

Thickness (mm) 12 8 8 8 8 8 7

Dimensions (mm) 1845 x 190 1287 x 328
A 1287 x 328

B 1287 x 190

A 1287 x 190

B 1380 x 190

A 635 x 328 

B 1287 x 328
1287 x 190 1292 x 192

Content per package
4 pcs.  

=1,402 m²
6 pcs.  

= 2,533 m²

A 6 pcs. 
= 2,533 m²

B 9 pcs. 
= 2,201 m²

A 9 pcs. 
= 2,201 m²

B 9 pcs. 
= 2,360 m²

8 pcs.  
= 1,666 m² 

B 6 pcs. 
= 2,533 m²

9 pcs.  
= 2,201 m²

10 pcs.  
= 2,481 m²

exclusive classic

01/ 2018 while stocks last · Subject to modifications and amendments. 
Colour deviations are possible for printing reasons. wood reproductions

Product range overview
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moderna laminate
moderna soleon
moderna vinyl
moderna parquet
moderna staircase 
moderna wall & ceiling 

www.moderna.de


